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In this advanced era of science, we have made ourselves  so much developed that we can manage
ourselves with least investments in our  life. One of the most common examples is printer sharing.
In offices, companies, cyber cafes it is not possible to afford one printer for every one computer as 
the cost of printer may be very high. For this purpose the printer is always  shared between the
computers, which are managed by an administrator computer.  We can give command to print from
any computer and can take print out.

But sometimes there can be some problems due to which  the printer may not be working properly.
The problems can be like. The printer  and the computer from which the command has been given
for print out are not  properly interconnected. It may happen that the computer from where we have
given command for print out is not having the proper software installed on it  which is required for
proper working of the printer. The device drivers of the  printer must be successfully installed so that
the computer can easily  synchronize with the printer which is an external hardware device for it. We
 must check that the printer is working properly by giving the print command  from any other
computer system which is also connected in the network.

Printer should be carefully checked, like there can  even exist the problems that the wire connecting
the power socket and printer  is not working properly; without power supply no electronic gadget can
run. We  should take care of that the connecting wire of computer and the printer is  properly
working or not. We should be sure that the printer is not mishandled  and is in working condition. If it
is showing the indicator of danger or  problem, instead of trying out our own hands on it we must
have technical  assistance from an expert.

We must check out that there is paper in the printer  for printing process as well as ink cartridge is
also having ink for printing purposes. If there is paper jam in the printer, we can easily open the
printer  and remove the paper. We should take care of that the command given to the  printer for
printing purposes and the printer being used for printing purposes  are same. Keeping in mind the
above circumstances we can easily solve the  problem of printer not printing in network.
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